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WELCOME TO THE
E-MAGAZINE
Hello and thank you for
subscribing to our brand-new
monthly e-magazine directly from
sunny Benidorm. Filled with local
news, lifestyle updates, travel
ideas and everything else in
between.
A magazine is something I'd been
toying with for a while, so I hope
you find it both interesting and a
great way to keep in touch with
Benidorm.
I can't wait for the day when
Benidorm is booming again, and
I'm sure we'll see lots of you
around and about. Benidorm Te
Espera.
Lauren

HELLO FROM THE
SPANGLISH TRIO
We want to kick off this e-magazine on a massive
positive and highlight that over 50,000 doses of the
vaccine were administered this week in our
community. With every single vaccine comes
another step closer to normality, and I for one, just
cannot wait. I am so pleased that very soon Alex will
recieve his vaccination. As a teacher, he is
scheduled to recieve his first dose as early as next
week. This reassures us so much as he is currently in
school everyday in person.
This week, Alex is off on half term, so we're planning
to go on some lovely walks around the Costa
Blanca. We're still very much intrigued about the
very top of Calpe Rock, so I think we might give that
a try this week if the weather stays lovely!
Have a wonderful February, x

HAPPY VALENTINE'S 2021
FEBRUARY 2021

COSTA BLANCA CAKES
Hannah at Costa Blanca Cakes makes
all sorts of occasion cakes. We had
strawberry shortcake and chocolate
chip cupcakes, 3 of each flavour, for
12€.

IT'S A PIECE OF CAKE
It's a Piece of Cake do wonderful
afternoon teas and for Valentine's Day
they did a delivery service to enjoy
whilst hospitality is closed. Fresh
sandwiches, savouries, cakes and cava
for 20€.

FELIZ SAN VALENTÍN
Look closely, it's written in the sand,
from us to you, Feliz San Valentín.
Happy Valentine's Day 2021.
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GET OUTDOORS:
WALK OF THE MONTH
You know how much Alex and I love a good walk.
Whether it's taking Rio on a local adventure or
jumping in the car and exploring somewhere new
or revisiting one of our favourite places nearby.
Although it's not too bad being in Benidorm during
the weekend, after all, we are blessed with beautiful
sunrises and sunsets and some fabulous takeaway
spots, it will be so nice to be able to spend half
term getting out of the city and revisit some local
favourites.
The Calpe Rock is an amazing hike but it's certainly
not for the fainthearted. There is a section of the
rock which is pretty difficult but there is a natural
park below which isn't particularly difficult to
climb.
The views from the top are absolutely spectacular.
You can see for miles. It feels like you're stood on
the top of the world looking down on life below.
The tall buildings become little specs and the
horizon of Benidorm becomes that of a lego city.
As you're heading up, you'll be able to see the sea
but also the salt lakes too, which is home to some
wild flamingos. Bird lovers will be in their element
as there has been sightings of Grey Wagtails,
Blackcaps, Greater Flamingos, Grey Herons,
Mallards, Cormorants, Coots, Teals, Yellow-legged
gulls, Black headed gulls and Audouin's Gulls.

BENIDORM
RESTRICTIONS
We're going to keep things brief
in terms of the COVID situation
because I'm sure you're all
desperate for an escape from it.
But, here's a little round up of
the current restrictions in
Benidorm which are in place
until March 1st 2021.
1. Masks are mandatory at all
times in public places both
outdoors and indoors.
2. No meeting with other
households in private or in
public Exceptions for those
who have 'bubbled' up or for
emergency support.
3. All bars, restaurants and
cafés are closed however can
offer takeaway.
4. Perimetral lockdown from
3pm Fridays until 6am
Mondays and bank holidays.
5. Masks compulsory when
excercising on the street or
on the beach.
6. 2 metre social distance must
be guaranteed when
smoking or eating on the
street.
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bananarama-ready?
With the forced closure of the hospitality at the

moment, there's a lot of take-aways being offered. We
haven't really ventured out to indulge in the takeaway
options, but I have become impartial to a coffee and a
croissant with ham and cheese in the morning on the
beach from Madness Coffee. I'm really looking forward
to the day that we can sit on a terrace for dinner, or an
afternoon tapas with a glass of something and watch
the sky turn pink.
IP H
am
certainly
OTO
B Y M A R Tready
I N R . Sfor
M I TaH night out up Mateo's
whenever that day will be. A banarama, some terrible
karaoke (from me), and some dancing sounds a dream.
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ALEX'S SPACE
What’s up, everyone!
Laurens' blog has grown so much from where it started and the empire
has grown to include a e-magazine with some words from me.
So here it goes, I will try not to ramble too much, but I am not
promising anything.
As I write this I have just finished work for a week. It has been a long
half term and I am very glad to have his upcoming week to relax and
take a breather. With new restrictions and stricter measures,
unwinding and switching off has been hard, it seems daft to say when
there is so much to do in Benidorm, but the weekend lock-ins, I have
found quite tough. For example, Saturday mornings are usually my
time to float around on the sea but with the canoe club, I go to in
Villajoyosa I have missed out. Also, shopping becomes a pain too.
With not much planned for the upcoming week, I look forward to
putting my feet up when Lauren lets me and snoozing alongside Rio
for those daytime naps. As I am sure there are a few jobs I ought to be
doing instead.
Take care and stay safe and I'll catch you in the next one.
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RIO PUPDATE
A quick update on Benidorm's favourite pooch? I often think we must
have the smiliest, most docile dog in the world. He is so incredibly
polite it's untrue. Did I tell you about the time when he stayed with
friends of ours and refused to get on their sofa because Alex and I
hadn't specifically said he was allowed to? If there's ever a dog that just
doesn't forget his manners, it's Rio.
He is really enjoying me being at home all of the time now, but it has
heightened his separation anxiety. He has always been very much
attached, but he's finding it increasingly difficult to be away from me
even for short periods.
Rio is suffering a little with his fungus at the moment. But, although his
skin has a lot of uncomfortable scabs, he is still the same smiley, cuddly
boy. His vet is absolutely fantastic with him and we're hopeful that a
few more weeks of his treatment and he'll be sorted.
We can't wait to take him on more adventures again when restrictions
allow.

@kingcavrio
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WHAT A LOAD OF BASURA!
The Benidorm City Council has provided
refunds to more than 1,700 bars, commercials,
hotels and tourism establishments and other
local sectors, related to the receipt of waste
disposal, according to the figures provided by
the mayor, Toni Pérez.
The technical commission has announced the
second batch of these grants will be approved
in the next few days at the Local Government
Board (JGL) and which raises the amount
allocated around 330,000 euros.
The call was aimed at those companies or
activities that "were affected by closure as a
result of the state of alarm or subsequent
regulations", and consisted of direct aid of up
to 25% of the amount paid in the receipt of
the waste disposal fee of 2020.
The mayor has stressed that "in 2021 there are
already several measures to support the
productive sector launched by the City
Council, such as the decorating contest
'BenidormTeEspera' and the suspension of the
occupation rate on public roads for tables and
chairs for the whole of this year.
Likewise, he announced that in the municipal
budget 2.5 million euros have been initially
reserved for direct aid to companies,
businesses, SMEs and the self-employed.

FOIETES
MARKET
IMRPOVEMENTS
The grounds of the Foietes
Municipal Market sports a new
metal fence along its entire
façade. The fencing protects
the green space that surrounds
the perimeter of the
commercial area and improves
the security and accessibility of
access to a service that is used,
every Wednesday, by thousands
of citizens who come to
browse.
The forced closure of the
municipal installation due to
the restrictions caused by
Covid-19 has been used by the
Municipal Technical Services to
install the fence without
causing inconvenience to the
users of the market.
The Foietes market in
Benidorm is usually open to the
public on Wednesdays from
8.30 am to 2 pm, except for
holidays
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Photo of the
Month
This month, I'd love to share with you
this photo that Alex took with the
drone of the Benidorm sunset over
Poniente Beach.
PHOTO BY MARTIN R. SMITH

Weather in Benidorm
We have been incredibly fortunate to have been
basking in some absolutely glorious weather recently,
which is probably not what you want to hear when
you're whacking up the heating another knotch as the
snow continues to fall. However, if it does make you feel
better, we are in for some cloud and rain soon. We have
had 24ºC and blue skies in February though so we
absolutely cannot complain when the rain does come.
Just a thank you to all those who follow our social
media pages. Would you believe there are over 21,000
on Facebook now and 95,000 in total? Amazing!

COMMENT OF THE MONTH
We are always blown away by how many
lovely and heartwarming messages we
receive. It means so much in these crazy times
we're all battling through. This month, this
lovely comment made us all smile a massive
thank you to Fran.
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NEW BENIDORM VIEWPOINT
Benidorm City Council has installed a glass
viewpoint in El Tossal, the far end of Poniente
Beach, which has received more than 2,200
visitors since the beginning of 2021.
As part of the work to enhance the El Tossal
de La Cala site, the City Council has installed a
section of glass railings in the viewpoint area,
from which the entire city can be seen,
creating a new 'balcony' in Benidorm. This
section is made up of eight sheets of safety
glass, following the aesthetic line of the city.
The mayor has indicated that with "this new
'balcony' we highlight an iconic enclave of the
city and complement a visit to the site, which
has become a point of interest and reference,
as well as a safe outdoor activity safe for the
citizens of Benidorm and for those who will do
so as soon as tourism resumes.
For those who want to know in greater detail
the origin of the 'castellum', how life was
organized in the fort and how the different
excavation campaigns have developed, guided
tours can also be arranged on Friday
afternoons, from 4:00 p.m. at 6:00 p.m., and on
Saturdays and Sundays from 10:00 a.m. to 1:00
p.m. ”. Reservations for guided tours in Spanish
must be processed through the email
patrimonihistoric@benidorm.org.

LOCKED IN
BENIDORM? NO
PROBLEM!
If you're fortunate enough to be
locked down in Benidorm
during the weekends, here's
some ideas for things to do:
Visit Terra Natura Zoo.
Open on Saturday and Sundays
to just Benidorm residents.
There is an offer for entry for
11,50€ per person.
Takeaway
With lots of takeaway options
why not have a picnic on the
beach or on your balcony, or in
front of the TV for a movie
night?
Explore the City
We have lots of beautiful walks,
especially through the Sierra
Gelada! Why not head up to the
cross at sunset?

instagrammable benidorm
FEBRUARY 2021

balcon del
mediterraneo

playa de
poniente

Iglesia de San
Jaime y Santa
Ana

@Spainwithlauren top picks for February
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BENIDORM TE ESPERA
Benidorm Te Esoera is a campaign launched by the Town Hall to promote the awaiting of tourists
and to highlight to tourists that Benidorm will be waiting for them with all it has to offer when
tourism resumes.
The hospitality campaign launched for Valentine's Day has had more than 3,000 establishments
register, which is double the number of entries for the December Christmas decoration
competition.
It's an initiative organised by the Local Town Hall to support companies, professionals and
freelancers in Benidorm, in the face of the economic effects of the pandemic.
Through the #BenidormTeEspera contest, all participants will be awarded for participating.
The contest provides three prizes of 3,000€, 2,000€ and 1,000€. Plus a participation prize of 500€
for all registered establishments, vehicles and establishments..
Other than decorating, the only essential requirement of the process, is to use the hashtag
#BenidormTeEspera and #Bendorm and tag the Benidorm City Council in the photographs
uploaded to the company Social Media.
The contest aims to promote the city and the destination and promote our local businesses.
The deadline to upload the photos is March 22nd 2021.
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Alex's Cooking Corner
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CHILLI
SALMON

1 red pepper per 2 people
Rice
Salmon fillets
Chilli flakes
Paprika
Lemon
Lime
Black pepper
Cheddar Cheese

HOW TO

Switch the oven on to 175 degrees, I usually have 2 shelves in the oven one around the
middle and a bottom shelf.
Debone the salmon fillets, then place in an ovenproof dish.
Next squeeze over the lemon juice and add some chilli flakes (as much or as little as
you want).
Then place on the middle shelf in the oven.
Next up I get my water onto boil for the rice.
Chop the red peppers in half and take out the seeds and I take out most of the white
bits too. I then place these on an oven tray and stick on the bottom shef in the oven.
Once the rice is cooked I take the peppers out, drain out the excess water and put to
one side just for a moment.
Drain the rice.
Add lime, paprika, black pepper and more chilli flakes, if you want.
Mix in together. Feel free to go with what you have in the cupboards and use the
flavours you like.
Spoon rice into peppers to fill, then grate over the cheese, move salmon to bottom shelf
and place peppers on the top shelf to melt the cheese.
Once the cheese is melted, serve alongside your favourite beverage.
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madness coffee
With the hospitality closed at the
moment, many are offering
takeaway services. I have been
really enjoyed heading down to
Madness Coffee most days to
enjoy a smooth coffee and a bit
of breakfast on the beach.

Benidorm
Entertainment
Although our entertainment is
paused, you can enjoy a virtual
night out up Benidorm with many
of the performers. I recommend
checking out Pablo Bloom and
Alex Escribano.

BENIDORM UPGRADES
Have you seen the new halo lights along the Mediterraneo? It's currently being completely
done up and made all pedestrianised. The halo lights hang above the street and light up the
entire avenue. It has made the area much brighter and feel a lot more finished off.
Festilandia closed down just as lockdown hit and many families were disappointed.
However, don't worry as there has been a new company with a strong reputation who are
completely renovating the park. It will have quality rides for young children and a bistro bar.
Missing the Western Saloon? Well, it's not there anymore! Knocked to the ground, the
Western Saloon promises to be bigger and better for when tourists return. Let's hope it
keeps its charm and character that everybody loved!
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CURRENTLY...
WATCHING
Like a lot of you, we're currently
watching Benidorm but unlike most of
you, for the first time! We ordered the
box set and are loving seeing familiar
places and enjoying how hilarious it is!

LISTENING
I'm a huge Taylor Swift fan, so it's no
surprise I'm still binge-listening to
Folklore. I can't wait for the new
version of Fearless to be released on
April 9th.

USING
I'm obssessed with the One Second
Everyday app which is on Android and
iOS. Alex has also recently started
videoing his daily life too.
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YOUR TÍA LAUREN
Question:
I am getting so down in lockdown. I absolutely hate it. I am struggling to get up in the
morning and get motivated. I feel like I have nothing to get up for. Every day, I'm
waiting for it to end. It doesn't seem like things are getting any better and I'm really
worried. What can I do to feel better?
Answer:
We are all going through difficult times at the moment. I think it's so easy to forget that
just taking each day as it comes is a commendable effort. At the end of the day, we're in
the middle of a global pandemic. Many of us are facing challenges more difficult than
ever known in our lifetime. We need to go easier on our selves. If just getting out of bed
today is all you've done, then congratulate yourself. Celebrate the little victories that
you're managing to do. I remember winters in the U.K. and feeling down myself, so I
can't imagine how much more difficult it must be with all these restrictions to then
have a grey sky to top it off. I find a list of things to do (start small!), helps me to feel like
I have more purpose and structure in the day. Ticking and crossing tasks off is a
satisfying task. Please reach out to friends and family where you can, whether that's a
phone call, a message or a FaceTime. If you can try and get out for a bit of fresh air in
the day, even if that's just a walk around the block or around the garden. It might seem
neverending now, but things will get better. Every day that we persevere through is
another day closer to the happier times. The longest hug with our friends. Parties.
Holidays. Better days are coming, we just need to keep battling on. The vaccine is rolling
out at tremendous speed and hopefully this will soon start to make a massive
difference. You will get through this. Keep safe.
L x
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Hotel Talk
There aren't many hotels that are
open right now. The Hotel
Cimbel, The Melia VillaItana and
The Hotel Estacion are open
Monday-Sunday in Benidorm.
The Hotel Dynastic, and The
Villa Venecia are currently open
weekends.

Theme Parks and Zoos
The Theme Parks and Water
Parks are all closed at the
moment, but Terra Natura Zoo is
open on Saturdays and Sundays
for Benidorm residents only.
They currently have an offer on
for entrance for 11,50€. Masks
must be worn at all times in the
zoo.

IT SNOWS IN BENIDORM (2020) REVIEW
We recently went to watch "It Snows in Benidorm" in the cinema in Rincon. We were one of
the only people in the cinema which meant social distancing was guaranteed. In the entire
theatre, there were 6 of us, 3 couples.

The movie is a quirky thriller set in Benidorm, highlighting some of the secrets that
the town holds. The movie encompasses the "anything is possible" motto,
exasperated by the unlikelihood but not impossibility to have snow in the seaside
resort of Benidorm.
It's quite slow to get going and focuses heavily on visual aesthetics. The storyline is a little
slow, but with elements of humour. Starring Timothy Spall, the biggest highlight of the movie
for us was seeing the Benidorm locations on the big screen.
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LISBOA INSPIRED
FASHION

I absolutely love this top from In The
Style as part of the Lorna Luxe
collection. It looks gorgeous with
jeans and is great for showing off at
summer back tan. I am a massive
fan of open backs and this one is a
real cute one!

PIXI BEAUTY

I'm a massive fan of the Pixi beauty
collection anyway, but I'm really
loving the Vitamin C collection at
the moment. Zingy and fresh, it's a
great wake-up beauty regime and
leaves your skin glowing and
refreshed which is a perfect skin
boost after wearing a mask!

CLARINS SUNCREAM

I am terrible for not wearing
suncream every day, which I know I
should! I always wear Clarin's factor
30. It's a light cream and smells
divine. Please don't forget your sun
cream when you come over!
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Great
stay
Altea is blessed with some
absolutely

stunning

hotels

and accommodation options.
We recommend checking out
La Serena Altea or Villa Gadea
which are firm favourites of
ours.

altea

altea will awaken
your creativity
-LAUREN

THE PERFECT STEREOTYPE
Altea, lying on the Costa Blanca, is one of those places that if you
haven’t visited yet on your travels to the Costa Blanca, you really
ought to. I know some people might say it’s a stereotype to say that
meandering around the town of Altea will appease your senses with
the sounds of guitars strumming and tapas cooking on an open fire,
but, it’s true. Altea is a stereotype and we love it for it.
Picturesque white adorned with blooming flowers, it’s no surprise that
it’s renowned as one of the most charming towns on the coastline.
Separated by the old and the new town, there are different things to
see and views to admire from both parts.
Altea brings out the photographer in all of us. The inspiring thing
about Altea is it really does awaken your creativity. There’s no place
for writer’s block or lack of inspiration to paint or sing or just be. If
you’re looking for a place to bring the spark back into your creativity
and inspiration. Altea is that place.

KODAK MOMENT
The most photographed
location in Altea is the
church, Nuestra Señora del
Consuelo, which is
recognisable by its iconic
blue roof. Perched at the top
of the hill, it is visible from
almost everywhere in Altea.
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PHOTOGRAPHY IN FOCUS

THIS ISSUE'S
FEATURED
PHOTO
Alex Joy Photography

It's Golden
A reminder that
every day is another
opportunity to start
again.
Taken by Alex Joy using a
DJI Mini 2

Is there anything more refreshing than watching the sunset at
night? It's that feeling that things will get better. As the sun starts
to set and the day comes to a close, it's a reminder that whatever
has happened in that day will pass.
It's easy to feel like our pain will last forever. Every single day we
have the chance to start again, brush off what's tearing us up and
strive to be better.
We are all so focused on what we're missing, that we forget to
focus on what we're thankful for. I'm so grateful that we're able to
enjoy beautiful weather and be in such beautiful surroundings, but
just like everybody else, we are missing friends and family, we're
missing travelling, we're missing normality.
As the sunsets, it reminds us that we're one step closer. One day
closer. Another turn on the Earth's axis closer to having the days
we're all dreaming of. We are thankful to have our health, one
another and be surrounded by such wonderful people both near
and far.
We are one sunset closer to being together again, and it will be
golden, just like this sunsets.

COVID-19
THE FACTS AND FIGURES

CORONAVIRUS FACTS
AND FIGURES
REPORTED BY THE GVA
Valencian Community
Population: 4.975 million
Cases PCR in the last 14 days 2,205
Total Cases (PCR): 360,649
Hospitalised: 2,598
ICU: 530
Deaths: 5,887

Benidorm
Population: 68,721
Cases PCR in the last 14 days: 365
Total Cases (PCR): 4,587
Deaths: 135

Valencian Community vaccination figures
207,280 doses of Pfizer administered
15,700 doses of Moderna administered
20,600 doses of AstroZeneca
administered
243,580 total doses administered

90,760 people vaccinated (both doses)

ISSUE 2 IN MARCH.
EXCLUSIVELY FOR OUR
SUBSCRIBERS.
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